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1. ABSTRACT 

 Make cloud storage environment scalable is becoming hotspot. To make cloud 

environment scalable, we need to make provisioning of cloud data scalable. Scalability of cloud 

storage mainly determine by ability of load balancer to load balance I/O operation as well as 

Space Provisioning capability. We propose Cloud Storage Load Balance (CSLB) to improve the 

capability of space load balancer and I/O load balancer. CSLB mainly focuses on initial 

provisioning, space load balancer and I/O load balancer. Aim of initial provisioning is selecting 

the best data store to provision new storage space for new cloud app. Space load balancer is for 

avoiding out of space situation for any type of cloud app. CSLB can improve space load 

balancing ability and resolve the space Imbalance. We consider device throughput, latency, I/O 

up edge and unresolved I/O for improve I/O load balancer. I/O load balancer assures the Quality 

of Service to cloud customer by providing latency in predefined range as per service level 

agreement. CSLB can improve performance of cloud in term of cloud storage provisioning up to 

14 %.  CSLB can benefit cloud provider to minimize downtime. If space load imbalance and I/O 

load imbalance happen to gather then CSLB makes smart decision by combining results of space 

load balancer and I/O load balancer and recommend the migration of data to improve overall 

performance of cloud. 

 

2. INTRODUCTION 

Maintain scalability and improve performance of cloud is big challenge in hybrid cloud. 

IT industry needs scalable environment for cloud apps. Scalability of cloud limits by the 

scalability of cloud storage. To improve scalability of cloud storage we need the mechanism for 

load balance the data distribution among the datacenter. There is strong need to improve the load 

balance capability between the storage devices As Cloud data grows. Cloud storage data is 

distributed in the data center. Data center have the large set of storage device. To maintain cloud 

storage efficiently, we group the storage device into logical entity called data store. Data store is 

backed by devices which have the similar performance capability for getting efficient 

performance. Data store is logical repository which is collection of LUNs .LUNs stands for 

Logical Unit Number. LUNs are from one or multiple storage device. LUNs provide abstraction 
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between your real storage device and the data store. Cloud data store cluster is group of data 

store. Cloud data store cluster becomes the management entity in cloud storage environment. 

Cloud data store cluster defines the scope for the load balancer within cluster. 

Cloud data migration (CD Migrate) is activity to transfer data from one data store to 

another data store without any down time. CD Migrate [16] works in mirror mode. Changes done 

at CD Migrate are updated at both source and destination data store simultaneously. When Cloud 

data migration[1,9] ends, next all updates happen at the destination data store and data on source 

data store is deleted. If CD Migrate fails, user can able to work on the source data store without 

downtime. 

In this research our aim is to initial provisioning of cloud data and load balancing of 

cloud data among data store [4, 5]. Main aim of the load balance is to avoid the out of memory 

situation for any cloud app. By providing improved load balancer [2,3], we can provide no 

downtime service to the cloud customer. We focus on two type of cloud storage load balancer 

(CSLB) in this research: I/O load balancer and Space load balancer. I/O load balancer checks for 

the I/O workload [10, 11, 12] on each data store as well as on each data storage cluster. If any 

I/O imbalance find in data storage cluster then I/O load balancer of CSLB migrates [15,16] the 

cloud data from one data store to another data store by finding the best destination data store. 

Here we propose the way to improve the algorithm to find the best destination data store. Space 

load balancer checks for the space workload on each data store as well as on each data storage 

cluster. If any space imbalance find in data storage cluster then space load balancer of CSLB 

migrates the cloud data from one data store to another data store by finding the best destination 

data store [6]. 

I/O meter is performance measuring tool. I/O meter is used to measure performance of 

standalone storage device and cluster of storage device. I/O meter have capability to generate 

different kind of traffic as well as variants of workload. I/O meter is also used as characterization 

tool. I/O meter can characterize the storage device in different performance categories [10]. We 

use I/O meter for forming the device model. I/O meter perform random read and write operation 

on the each device block and measure the latency and the performance capability of the storage 

device. I/O meter can also measure the peak performance capacity of the storage device which 

helps to define the I/O upedge. 

3. DESIGN 

Key aspect of design is to improve scalability and load balance capability of the cloud 

data storages. Our algorithm needs the performance parameter like latency, number of 

unresolved I/O, Space availability, total space per data store, throughput. We need to collect the 

above all parameter simultaneously. Device Status Collector is responsible for the collecting all 

above parameter. Device status collector collects the parameter of each device, data store as well 

as cloud storage cluster. Cloud storage cluster defines the scope of the cloud data migration. 

Device status collector collects the Space availability, total space per data store parameter of 

each data store and cloud storage cluster. Device status collector uses the I/O meter to 

determining the I/O performance parameter. . Device status collector perform random read and 

write operation on the each device block and measure the latency and the performance capability 

of the storage device. Device status collector is used to measure the peak performance capacity 

of the storage device which helps to define the I/O up edge. 
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3.1 STORAGE LOAD BALANCERS 

Cloud storage load balancer has two key components: Space Load Balancer and I/O Load 

Balancer [11]. Space load balancer is responsible for detecting the space imbalance. Space 

imbalance is detected based on the „space up edge‟. Space up edge is determined based on 

percentage of total capacity of the data store. The percentage of total capacity is user centric. We 

recommend 82% of total capacity for the space up edge. If provisioned space of data store 

crosses the space up edge, CD Migration is invoked base on the best selected data store through 

CSLB algorithm. Space load balancer fetches space status from the device status collector. 

Algorithm-1 denotes Space load balance algorithm for detecting and resolving the space 

imbalance.  

Algorithm-1:Space Load Balance 

 

 

 

 

I/O load balancer is responsible for detecting the I/O imbalance. I/O load balancer makes 

decisions based on the latency of the device and the queue length. Here measurement of latency 

is millisecond. I/O imbalance is detected based on the „I/O up edge‟. I/O up edge is user centric. 

If current I/O latency of data store crosses the I/O up edge; CD Migration is invoked base on the 

best selected data store through CSLB algorithm. I/O model generator generates the device 

model base on the machine learning. I/O model generator takes the 10 hour of time to generate 

efficient I/O Model. I/O load balancer take decision Based on the I/O model. So initial when you 

start CSLB, decision is made based on space parameter till 10 hour. This device model helps to 

give consistent performance in the case of jerk (high I/O load for very short duration).I/O model 

generator needs parsed data to speed up device the modeling process.  Execution engine 

generates the parsed data as per the need of the I/O model generator. Execution engine also helps 

the I/O model generator to perform heavy machine learning operation. Based on need execution 

engine fetches the I/O parameter, parse it and provide to I/O model generator. I/O model 

generator generates the device modeling which provides the average latency of device based on 

Which I/O load balancer invokes the need of migration to recommendation generator. Another 

key aspect of I/O load balancer is difference of average Latency between the data stores. We 

state the I/O difference up edge for defining the maximum I/O latency difference allowed. If I/O 

latency difference is crosses the I/O difference up edge then CSLB invokes the CD Migration. 

I/O difference up edge is determined by the I/O model generator. Reason for checking I/O 

latency difference is to provide quality of service to all cloud App as per service level agreement 

and assure the improved performance to each cloud App. Latency verses unsettled I/O is key 

factor to improve the I/O load balance algorithm which is covered in the implementation part. 

Space load balancer and I/O load balancer generates the CD Migration request to the 

recommendation generator in the case of space Imbalance and I/O Load Imbalance. 

 

Loop: each data store in cluster 

If (provisioned space > Space up edge) 

Invoke CD Migrate; 

//migrate cloud app data on destination data store selected by CSLB algorithm; 

 End if 

End loop 
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3.2 INITIAL PROVISIONING  

Assigning cloud storage to new Cloud App dynamically is main need for proposing idea 

of Initial Provisioning. Initial Provisioning needs the storage status and the I/O load status of 

cloud data store cluster. „Initial Provisioning‟ requests current space status in increasing order of 

provisioned space to the Space Load Balancer. Space Load Balancer provides current space 

status in increasing order of provisioned space to the Initial Provisioning. . „Initial Provisioning‟ 

requests current I/O load status in increasing order of I/O latency to the I/O Load Balancer. I/O 

Load Balancer provides current I/O status in increasing order of I/O latency to the Initial 

Provisioning. Initial Provisioning selects data store for a provisioning new Cloud Data of New 

Cloud App by combining the I/O status and Space status of each data store. „Initial Provisioning‟ 

is key component to make cloud scalable by providing dynamic provisioning of cloud data to 

data store. 

Algorithm-2:Initial Provisioning 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INPUT: 

1. A list of cloud data store „L‟ which have capability to provisioning cloud data. 

2. A list of data store ‟S‟ in increasing order of provisioned space. 

3. A list of data store „I‟ in increasing order of I/O latency. 

OUPUT: A list of Recommendation C and destination data store for initial placement. 

ALGORITH: 

i= 1 

LOOP: each cloud data store l Є L DO 

 Choose i
th

 element from S 

 IF (l Є S and l Є I) THEN 

Placement ← place cloud data on data store l   

 // find the greatness of this placement 

Greatness(Placement) =Imbalance (earlier) – Imbalance (later) 

  𝑚𝑖𝑑 =
0+𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡   𝑜𝑓  𝑆

2
 

  IF (index of data store „l‟ in I <= mid) THEN 

   Add Placement to C 

  ENDIF 

 ENDIF 

 i= i+1 

ENDLOOP 

IF (cloud data store list L is empty) THEN 

1. Migrating data from one data store to another data stores for vacant enough space 

for new cloud data by not violating the I/O load up edge and space up edge. 

 

2. Rerun Initial Placement algorithm 

END IF 

 

Sort recommendation list C in decreasing order of greatness 

Destination data store ←first data store of Sorted recommendation list C 

//place data of new cloud App on Destination data store. 
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3.3 ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH CSLB AND EFFICIENT SOLUTION OF ISSUES 

First issue associated with CSLB is giving priority to space load balancer or I/O load 

balancer in the case of I/O loads imbalance and space imbalance. We can answer this issue by 

considering below scenario. When your space data store 1 is almost 90% occupied of total 

capacity. Data store 2 has I/O imbalance .we have only two data store in cloud data store cluster. 

So if we give more priority to I/O load Balancer then CD Migrate will migrate data from data 

store 2 to data store 1 which is lead towards the worst situation. This scenario may lead to 

downtime. Hence, we give high priority to the space load balancer in this type of scenario to 

avoid down time. Second issue of CSLB is associated with initial placement. Scenario:  all data 

stores stands to its space up edge capacity and we don‟t want to space load imbalance. We have 

3 data stores in cloud data cluster. All data store have still capacity of 1 gigabyte to reach the 

space up edge. Size of new cloud data is 2.5 GB. Even if we have space available of 3 gigabyte 

without space Imbalance Still we are not able to provision data to new cloud app. To resolve this 

issue we need to migrate 1 GB of cloud data from data store 1 to data store2 and data store 3 

without space load Imbalance. After that we have 3 GB of space on data store 1 and we have 

space to provision space to new cloud App. Because of this reason we have to include “if (cloud 

data store list is empty)” condition in initial placement algorithm. 

4. IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 CSLB FOR LOAD BALANCING  SPACE LOAD IMBALANCE 

We are interested to check CSLB performance in different scenarios and ability of CSLB 

to resolve I/O Load Imbalance and space Load Imbalance. For performing this, we take two data 

base of size 100 GB and 120 GB. Then we provide the I/O load up edge and Space up edge and 

total size for each data store as shown in Table1. Here we have 4 type of cloud app: low space 

cloud app, high space cloud app, low I/O cloud app, high I/O cloud app. These types are based 

on the characteristic of cloud app in term of space and I/O need. Here, we generate Initial 

configuration with imbalance as shown in Table2. 

Table1: Up Edge and Total size of datastores 

Data store Name Space Up Edge I/O Load Up Edge Total size 

Datastore1 80 GB 30 millisecond 100 GB 

Datastore2 100 GB 20 millisecond 125GB 

 

Table2:Initial configuration with imbalance 

Data store Name Cloud App Type Cloud App 

Count 

Provisioned 

Space 

Latency 

Datastore1 Low Space 10 40 GB 20 millisecond 

Datastore2 High Space 7 120 GB 10 millisecond 

 

Table3: Configuration after running CSLB 

Data store Name Cloud App Type Cloud App 

Count 

Provisioned 

Space 

Latency 

Datastore1 Low Space 11 61 GB 25 millisecond 

Datastore2 High Space 6 99 GB 7 millisecond 
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Here CSLB found the space load Imbalance as Provisioned Space crosses of datastore2 the space 

up edge of datastore2. Hence CSLB invokes CD Migrate to migrate 1 cloud app data from 

datastore2 to datastore1. And after resolving the Imbalance configuration is shown as per Table3. 

4.2 CSLB FOR RESOLVING CONFLICT BETWEEN I/O LOAD IMBALANCE AND 

SPACE LOAD IMBALANCE 

We have two data store. Data store 1 have I/O Load Imbalance. Whereas Data store 2 

have space load imbalance. The behavior of CSLB is as follows. Up Edge and Total size of data 

stores is given in Tsable4. Initial configuration with imbalance is given in Table5. 

Table4: Up Edge and Total size of data stores 

Data store Name Space Up Edge I/O Load Up Edge Total size 

Datastore1 160 GB 60 millisecond 200 GB 

Datastore2 200 GB 40 millisecond 250GB 

Table5:Initial configuration with imbalance 

Data store Name Cloud App Type Cloud App 

Count 

Provisioned 

Space 

Latency 

Datastore1 Low Space 

High I/O 

20 80 GB 65 millisecond 

Datastore2 High Space 

Low I/O 

15 220 GB 20 millisecond 

Table-6:Configuration after running CSLB: give priority to space load balancer to prevent 

downtime 

Data store Name Cloud App Type Cloud App 

Count 

Provisioned 

Space 

Latency 

Datastore1 Low Space 

High I/O 

21 139 GB 71 millisecond 

Datastore2 High Space 

Low I/O 

14 161 GB 15 millisecond 

Table-7: Final Configuration after running CSLB 

Data store Name Cloud App Type Cloud App 

Count 

Provisioned 

Space 

Latency 

Datastore1 Low Space 

High I/O 

20 102 GB 58 millisecond 

Datastore2 High Space 

Low I/O 

15 198 GB 26 millisecond 

 

Here I/O load balancer need to invoke CD Migrate data of cloud app with high I/O 

operation to datastore2 from datastore1. Space load balancer need to invoke CD Migrate data of 

cloud app with high space requirement. Space load balancer need to invoke CD Migrate from 

datastor2 to datastore1.CSLB provide more priority to the space load balancer. Hence one cloud 
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Fig.3: Before enabling CSLB 

 

app (with heavy space requirement) CD Migrates cloud data to datastore1 as per Table-6.This 

decision increases the latency of datastore1. But this decision prevents downtime. CSLB invokes 

CD Migrate by selecting cloud app(with high I/O operation) from datastore1 to the datastore2 as 

per shown in Table-7.Hence CSLB provides the scalable environment for cloud App without 

concern of Space Provisioning and out of space situation. 

4.3 CSLB FOR PROVIDE IMPROVED QUALITY OF SERVICE BY IMPROVING 

I/O LOAD BALANCER:  

 

Fig. 2: After enabling CSLB 

We consider ‟latency and unresolved I/O‟ for proving improved capability of I/O Load Balancer.  

As count of unresolved I/O increase, latency increases linearly accordingly. Value of Latency 

must not cross the value of I/O load up edge to provide Quality of Service. Before enabling 

CSLB, latency increases linearly With 

respect to unresolved I/O in Fig. 3. 

Linear relation is determine by 

𝑍 = 𝑘 ∗ 𝑈 + 𝑐 

Z and U represent latency and 

unresolved I/O. k and c represent slope 

and y-intercept of line. CSLB 

minimizes over all latency of queue of 

a data store. Over all latency of queue 

is given by following Equation. 

𝑍𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑈 ∗ 𝑍𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒  

𝑍𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 𝑍𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 +
𝑀𝑆𝐿

𝑈 + 2
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Hence, 𝑍𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑈 ∗ (𝑍𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 +
𝑀𝑆𝐿

𝑈+2
) 

Here MSL represent maximum seek length.Zvariable  is defined based on Queue Length. Latency 

of Queue is changing as queue length changes. After enabling CSLB, latency does not cross the 

I/O load up edge as shown in Fig. 2. Here I/O load up edge is 30.  When I/O latency crosses I/O 

load up edge, CSLB invokes CD Migrates to settle down latency in safe range. CSLB provides 

Quality of Service by giving assurance to keep I/O latency always less than the value of I/O load 

up edge.  

5. CONCLUSION 

Cloud Storage Load Balancer (CSLB) improved the load balancer capability and made 

provisioning of new storage space easy. I/O load balancer of CSLB is able to resolve I/O 

imbalance and assure the Quality of Service in term of latency. CSLB keeps I/O latency in range 

and provide optimal I/O load balancing capability. Space load balancer of CSLB resolves space 

Imbalance and prevents from out of space situation. We can reduce downtime by using Cloud 

Storage Load Balancer. Initial Provisioning selects data store for a provisioning new Cloud Data 

of New Cloud App by combining the I/O status and Space status of each data store. We made 

cloud scalable through improving initial provisioning algorithm. We resolved Issues associated 

with load balancer and initial provisioning. CSLB improved performance of cloud in term of 

cloud storage provisioning up to 14 %. CSLB makes smart decision by combining results of 

space load balancer and I/O load balancer and recommend the migration of data to improve 

overall performance of cloud in the case of space load imbalance and I/O load imbalance happen 

to gather. CSLB benefits cloud provider by minimizing downtime. CSLB provides the scalable 

environment for cloud App without concern of Space Provisioning and out of space situation.  

Cloud Storage Load Balancer (CSLB) assures the Quality of Service to cloud customer by 

providing latency in predefined range as per service level agreement. 
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